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As social economics and science is going through a development process, 
the functionalities that a trademark conveys has been greatly diversified 
compared to the how it was before. In the meanwhile, consensus on the 
constituent elements of a trademark has been reached throughout the world. 
Motion mark, as a new type of trademark, gained more and more recognition 
since its appearance, and has been allowed for registration in some countries 
and/or regions. This paper aims at providing thoughts on how shall China 
trademark regulation systems react to this change of trend; and suggestions on 
how to design a legislation system to build and protect motion marks in China. 
In comparison with the traditonal visual trademarks, there are several 
special terms existed in the registration of motion mark. While discussing 
whether to grant registrativity of those motion signs as trademark, this papar 
emphasizes on solving difficulties related to the legal protection of motion 
marks. With the help of foreign legislation and practice, we shall be able to 
deeply study the requirements of distinctiveness and procedure on the said 
mark. The distinctiveness requirements means that motion mark should have 
its own distinctiveness, which is to identify the source of different products or 
services. On the part of procedual requirement of the mentioned mark, 
currently there are three types of legislation systems, such as drawing 
presentation, written description and mixed presentation. Mixed presentation 
system refers to the combination of detialed drawings and written description. 
This system together with the submittance of samples of digitized image are 
suggested to adopt in applying for the registration of motion mark, reasons 
being that motion mark is the visual combination of a series of elments of 
motion, and possibly contains element of sound. The moving image may be a 















full use of creation of those competitors to create various promotion methods 
on their goods or services and enhance the development of our industry and 
commerce, we should make out detailed regulations on the registration of 
motion mark. We should clearly depict the legal protection on the said and 
perfect our trademark legislation on the basis of its distinctiveness requirement, 
procedual requirements, examination and so on. By doing so can we realize the 
smooth line between our trademark laws and the international trademarks laws 
to better protect the fair competition environment of our market. Thus we can 
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引   言  
1 




愈来愈重要的作用。与此同时，商标的发展日渐国际化。2009 年 3 月正式生
效的《商标法新加坡条约》以条文的形式规定了对新型商标的法律保护，《新
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